a Single-atom catalysts have emerged as an exciting paradigm with intriguing properties different from their nanocrystal counterparts. Here we report Ni single atoms dispersed into graphene nanosheets, without Ni nanoparticles involved, as active sites for the electrocatalytic CO 2 reduction reaction (CO 2 RR) to CO. While Ni metal catalyzes the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) exclusively under CO 2 RR conditions, Ni single atomic sites present a high CO selectivity of 95% under an overpotential of 550 mV in water, and an excellent stability over 20 hours' continuous electrolysis. The current density can be scaled up to more than 50 mA cm À2 with a CO evolution turnover frequency of 2.1 Â 10 5 h À1 while maintaining 97% CO selectivity using an anion membrane electrode assembly. Different Ni sites in graphene vacancies, with or without neighboring N coordination, were identified by in situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy and density functional theory calculations. Theoretical analysis of Ni and Co sites suggests completely different reaction pathways towards the CO 2 RR or HER, in agreement with experimental observations.
Introduction
Converting CO 2 into chemicals or fuels using green electricity under mild conditions has attracted intensive attention as it begins to receive driving forces from both environmental protection and market economies. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Due to the relatively stable nature of CO 2 gas, significant overpotentials (a few hundreds of millivolts) are usually needed to overcome the activation barriers and deliver reasonable currents, under which, however, the side reaction (hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)) can easily take off on a variety of catalytic materials. Therefore, a selective catalyst should exhibit appropriate electronic properties which not only favor the CO 2 reduction reaction (CO 2 RR) pathway, but can also dramatically suppress the competitive HER. This has been demonstrated in transition metal (TM) catalysts such as Au or Ag with high CO 2 -to-CO selectivity, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] which is due to their unique electronic structure that largely suppresses HER kinetics but maintains weak CO binding for a facile desorption. However, low-cost, earthabundant catalytic materials for the high-performance CO 2 RR need to be extensively explored to replace those noble metals for both fundamental studies and practical applications. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Early group TMs such as Fe, Co and Ni, with good HER activities and poor resistances to CO-poisoning (strong surface bonding), were rarely selected as promising electrocatalyst candidates for CO 2 -to-CO conversion. However, their electronic structures can be significantly modified once dispersed into single atoms, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] leading to several beneficial properties for catalysis applications. Firstly, the single atoms exhibit spectacular stability due to the strong chemical bonding between the single metal atoms and substrate. 33 Secondly, due to the confinement of electrons, discrete energy levels are formed around the Fermi level, which is a direct consequence of quantum size effects. 34 Lastly, the unsaturated coordination environment of the metal single atom provides a fascinating active center with intriguing properties for catalysis. 35, 36 One representative example is the Co porphyrin structure, in line with earlier metal-cyclam studies, [37] [38] [39] where a single Co atom coordinated with four neighboring N, that exhibits high selectivity towards CO evolution in a sharp contrast to Co metal which generates hydrogen exclusively. [40] [41] [42] Therefore, studying the electronic properties of different TM atoms in varied coordination environments, and exploring effective methods to incorporate single atoms into an appropriate matrix material, could provide new insights and design principles in developing highly selective CO 2 RR catalysts using those low-cost materials. Two-dimensional layered materials, such as graphene, have welldefined atomic structure and a variety of chemical coordination environments to tune the electronic properties of confined intralayer guest atoms. [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] Previous works have demonstrated the successful incorporation of Ni single atoms into the vacancies of a defective graphene shell, where an underneath Ni nanoparticle (NP) is tightly wrapped, by mixing Ni and C precursors together followed by heat treatment. 30 However, this core-shell structure suffers from a few disadvantages: (1) the existing Ni NPs can heavily generate H 2 once the graphene shell has pin holes or is broken during electrolysis; (2) only a small fraction of Ni atoms participate in catalytic reactions but most of them are buried as Ni NPs; (3) the complicated core-shell structure brings challenges in characterizing the single atoms and their coordination, due to the dominating metallic signals contributed by Ni NPs; and (4) the coordination environment of single atoms and the density of surface active sites cannot be well controlled. Therefore, different methods to controllably confine single atoms into graphene vacancies are highly desired to effectively tune the TM electronic structures for selective CO 2 -to-CO conversion. While different TM single atoms can be confined into a similar coordination environment, their CO 2 RR selectivity can spread over a wide range due to their varied band structures. Due to the competitive relationship between the CO 2 RR and HER, theoretical analysis of HER activities on those single atomic sites needs to be detailed, in addition to the traditionally studied CO 2 activation and CO desorption barriers, for a more comprehensive understanding and accurate guidance of site selectivity.
Here we report Ni single atoms uniformly dispersed in a twodimensional (2D) graphene layer as highly active and selective centers for electrocatalytic CO 2 to CO conversion. The single atom morphology and atomic coordination were identified by aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and operando X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). As a result, more than 90% of CO selectivity was delivered within a wide electrochemical potential window in aqueous solution, with a maximal CO Faradaic efficiency (FE) of more than 95% under an overpotential of 550 mV. The single Ni atomic sites also present excellent stability to maintain a stable CO selectivity of B90% for over 20 
Results

Preparation and characterization of Ni single atom catalyst
Layered graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets were selected as the matrix material for Ni single atoms for the following reasons:
(1) a high density of defects was created in GO; (2) the largearea, negatively-charged surface helped in uniformly absorbing a monolayer of positive metal cations for single atom dispersion; (3) the density of single atom active sites could be maximized on the 2D surface for higher catalytic activities; and (4) the single atomic site could be clearly characterized on the well-defined 2D structure. We first of all controllably incorporated a small amount of Ni ions into GO nanosheets, after which the mixture was annealed under 750 1C with ammonia as the reducing reagent and the source of N dopants (Experimental). Atomically dispersed Ni atoms coordinated in graphene vacancies (Ni-NG) were obtained as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 (ESI †). While no Ni NPs or clusters were observed in the 2D Ni-NG nanosheet in Fig. 1A by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the elemental mapping (Fig. 1D) by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) suggests the existence and uniform distribution of Ni atoms. The atomic ratio was determined to be B0.44 at% by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Fig. S2 , ESI †), consistent with the estimation from material synthesis (Experimental). Aberration-corrected high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) with Z-contrast can differentiate Ni atoms from the surrounding light elements for detailed characterization (Experimental). Ni atoms with high contrast were observed to be homogeneous on the graphene layer (Fig. 1B) , which under a higher magnification suggests an atomically dispersed morphology in Fig. 1C . The red circles point out a few representative single Ni atoms in graphene.
Electrocatalytic CO 2 RR performance
The CO 2 RR catalytic activity of the Ni-NG catalyst, drop-cast onto a mirror polished glassy carbon electrode (GCE), was evaluated in a standard three-electrode H-cell configuration with CO 2 -saturated 0.5 M KHCO 3 as the electrolyte (Experimental). H 2 and CO are the major gas products detected by on-line gas chromatograph (Experimental), with their FEs under different potentials and the corresponding partial currents shown in Fig. 2A ). Compared to the CO 2 RR performance on the GCE, the current density was significantly improved while maintaining a similar trend of CO selectivity. A maximal CO FE of B95% ( Fig. 2C ) with a current density of B11 mA cm À2 was achieved under an overpotential of 620 mV (Fig. 2D ). It is noted that the current density was not linearly improved with catalyst loading, which is possibly due to the overlap of graphene layers on CFP. Long term CO 2 RR stability is a particularly important measure for single atom catalysts due to the potential atom aggregation during catalysis. The Ni-NG catalyst maintains a stable current density of B12 mA cm À2 and a CO selectivity of B90% for more than 20 hours' continuous operation, demonstrating an excellent electrocatalytic durability. 
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Those Ni atoms largely maintain the isolated feature as observed in the post-catalysis TEM image and X-ray fine structure characterization ( Fig. S7 , ESI †), suggesting the stable confinement of Ni single atoms in graphene vacancies. Besides, the electrolyte before and after 20 h electrolysis was examined by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy; no detectable Ni species was observed (detection limit of B100 ppb) in both cases, suggesting a negligible Ni leaching. We noticed that the CO evolution current on the Ni-NG catalyst was limited in the H-cell system. Due to the direct contact between the catalyst and water, the HER would easily take off under a significant overpotential needed to boost the current ( Fig. 2B and D ). An anion membrane electrode assembly (MEA) can prevent the catalyst from contacting with water and also facilitate the CO 2 mass transport (Fig. 3A , Experimental), [50] [51] [52] greatly suppressing the competing HER even under large overpotentials. More than 200 mA current was achieved on a 4 cm 2 electrode for demonstration (50 mA cm À2 ), with a high CO selectivity of B97% and H 2 of only B4% ( Fig. 3B and C) . Fig. 3D exhibits a stable CO selectivity of 490% under a significant current of B200 mA (50 mA cm À2 ) over the 8 h continuous electrolysis, which represents an unprecedented CO evolution rate of 3.81 mmol h À1 using earth-abundant electrocatalysts (Table S1 , ESI †) and a record TOF of B59 s
) at a cell voltage of 2.78 V. More than 630 mL of CO gas was accumulated during this electrolysis (Fig. 3E ), which can be further scaled up in real applications by extending the size of the gas diffusion layer, increasing the catalyst loading, or by stacking multiple cells together.
To better probe the active sites in Ni-NG toward this superb CO 2 RR performance, control experiments on Ni-coordinated graphene without the incorporation of N (Ni-G), N-doped graphene (NG) and Ni 3 N catalysts were carried out and are shown in Fig. S8 and S9 (ESI †) (Experimental). First of all, the possibility that the Ni 3 N compound will be responsible for the high CO selectivity on the Ni-NG catalyst was ruled out due to the extensive observed HER (H 2 FE is B80%). In addition, NG without the incorporation of Ni atoms showed a poor CO 2 -to-CO selectivity, suggesting that neither the N dopants nor metal impurities 53 (if any) in graphene (the XPS survey in Fig. S10 (ESI †) and energy dispersive X-ray spectrum in Fig. S11 (ESI †) suggest a negligible metallic impurity) directly contribute to the high CO selectivity of Ni-NG. Finally, without the incorporation of N, the Ni-G catalyst exhibited a maximal CO FE of B41% at À0.80 V. This reasonable selectivity agrees well with our previous demonstration that Ni single atoms coordinated with C in graphene vacancies (Ni@vacancies), such as Ni@SV and Ni@DV, are active sites for CO 2 -to-CO conversion. However, when N dopants were incorporated during the synthesis process to obtain a Ni-NG catalyst, the CO selectivity was further boosted with a greatly suppressed HER. More structure and coordination information about Ni-G and Ni-NG catalysts is necessary to understand the critical role of N dopants, and whether the active sites of Ni-C coordination have been changed. 
Electronic structure and coordination environment analysis Ex situ and in situ X-ray characterization studies were performed to further probe the atomic and electronic structures of Ni single atomic sites and their surrounding coordination environment. The XPS study of Ni-NG and Ni-G in Fig. S12A (ESI †) shows positive Ni 2p 3/2 binding energies than Ni metal (852.6 eV), 54 suggesting the positive oxidation states of Ni single atoms in different coordination environments. In addition, the Ni 2p binding energy of Ni-NG is slightly higher than that of Ni-G (Ni-C coordination), indicating the possible Ni-N coordination which further levels up the Ni oxidation states. 30, 55 The coordination environment of Ni atomic sites can be extensively studied using synchrotron-based X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). Fig. 4A shows the typical X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectrum of the Ni K-edge in the Ni-NG catalyst, with Ni metal and NiO as references (see also Fig. S13 , ESI †). The near-edge of Ni-NG sits in between Ni metal and NiO, indicating that the average oxidation states of those Ni single atoms are between the metallic and the fully oxidized states. This is because the neighboring C (or possibly N) atoms partially deplete Ni free electrons through the valence bond, as shown in the simulated charge density distribution (Fig. 4B) .
The in situ XAS test of Ni-NG during the CO 2 RR electrolysis shows no obvious changes in Ni XANES under different potentials applied (Fig. 4C) , suggesting the high stability of Ni single atoms confined in graphene vacancies and thus ensuring a practical use in long-term electrolysis. The possible coordination environment around Ni single atoms was further analyzed using the k 2 -weighted Fourier transforms of the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) at the Ni K-edge in Fig. 4D , where the Ni-NG catalyst and other model references such as Ni phthalocyanine (Ni-Pc, Fig. S14 , ESI †) were included. Ni metal exhibits a typical first shell Ni-Ni pair at B2.20 Å, while Ni-O interaction in NiO locates at 1.62 Å. The R-space characteristics of Ni-N bonding can be studied using Ni-Pc due to its well-defined structure, which suggests a 1.40 Å bonding length of Ni-N. Ni-G exhibits a distinguished peak, assigned as Ni-C coordination, at the same position of 1.40 Å, suggesting that it is difficult to fully differentiate Ni-C and Ni-N coordination due to their very close bonding lengths. 26, 28 In addition, another peak at B2.06 Å indicates the possible presence of Ni-Ni bonding from small Ni clusters, which is consistent with STEM observations in Fig. S15A (ESI †). The coexistence of Ni single atoms in graphene vacancies and Ni clusters explains the comparable CO 2 RR and HER processes on Ni-G (Fig. S8 , ESI †), and further confirms the CO 2 -to-CO activity on atomic sites of Ni@vacancies (Fig. 5A ). When N dopants were introduced during the sample synthesis, the morphology and coordination environment of Ni atoms changed. Different from Ni-G, our Ni-NG catalyst shows negligible Ni-Ni View Article Online interaction with most of the Ni atoms in the single atomic morphology as suggested by EXAFS (Fig. 4D ). In addition, the XANES and EXAFS of both Ni and N in Ni-NG show distinguished differences from that of Ni-Pc, ruling out the possibility that those single Ni atoms are coordinated with N only such as a Ni porphyrin structure, and thus suggesting a mixed Ni-C and Ni-N coordination environment. 26 Since there are a variety of different sizes of vacancies in graphene oxide nanosheets due to their violent synthesis process, 56 it is believed that different types of Ni atomic sites could exist. Small vacancies such single vacancies (SV) or double vacancies (DV) with one or two C atoms missing can fit a single Ni atom for Ni@vacancy active sites (Fig. 5A) . 30 For slightly larger vacancies, due to their more negative surface charges, they could adsorb more Ni ions and thus result in small Ni clusters in the Ni-G catalyst in the absence of N dopant. Our assumption is that the incorporation of N could potentially help in isolating the Ni atoms by forming Ni-N in addition to Ni-C bonds in the Ni-NG catalyst, with representative atomic sites such as Ni-N@SV or Ni-N@DV illustrated in Fig. 5A . 30 A more clear comparison of the Ni-Ni View Article Online pair intensities in EXAFS patterns between Ni NPs loaded onto graphene nanosheets (Ni NPs/G) and Ni-G and Ni-NG samples is shown in Fig. S15B (ESI †). The Ni-Ni bonding was dominant in Ni NPs/G, which was significantly weakened in the Ni-G sample with the coexistence of the Ni-C signal, and was further eliminated in the Ni-NG sample with a dominant Ni-C/N peak. As a result, the Ni NPs generate exclusively H 2 (Fig. S4, ESI †) , Ni-G presents nearly 40% selectivity of CO 2 reduction (Fig. S8 , ESI †), and Ni-NG shows more than 95% CO selectivity (Fig. 2) . This trend provides strong evidence that the Ni single atomic sites are responsible for CO 2 reduction. Furthermore, the N K-edge XAS spectrum of Ni-NG exhibits strong signals in both p* (398.1 eV) and s* (407.2 eV) bands, which is similar to NG (Fig. 4E ) but different from Ni-Pc and Ni 3 N, indicating that the majority of N dopants are coordinated with carbon to form pyridine-and pyrrole-ring structures (Fig. S12B, ESI †) . 27 Additional C K-edge XAS spectra of Ni-NG and NG (Fig. 4F) show similar graphene matrix structures as evidenced by similar p* band intensities at B285.4 eV, but more defects within the macrocyclic pyrrolic carbon structure in the Ni-NG catalyst.
27,57
Discussion
The critical role of Ni atoms in catalyzing CO 2 -to-CO conversion was further confirmed when replaced by other TMs including Fe, Co, Mn, and Cu, which exhibit dramatically decreased selectivity ( Fig. S16 and S17, Experimental, ESI †). Among all of these control metals, the Co-NG catalyst, with only one d-orbital electron less than Ni counterpart, is of particular interest due to its excellent HER performance in a sharp contrast to the Ni-NG catalyst (Fig. 5B, C and Fig. S17 , ESI †). The high CO and low H 2 selectivities on Ni-NG were completely reversed on Co-NG, although the STEM and EXAFS characterization of Co-NG View Article Online confirms the atomically dispersed Co morphology (Fig. S18,  ESI †) . Therefore, theoretical analysis of the electronic structure change, as well as its effects on both the CO 2 RR and HER, not only provides key insights into understanding this significantly different selectivity, but could also further validate the coordination structure of those single atom active sites. Here we use density functional theory (DFT) to study the elementary reaction steps of the CO 2 -to-CO conversion and HER on different atomic metal (Ni or Co) sites shown in Fig. 5A (Experimental) . Thermochemical analysis for the two-electron CO 2 -to-CO on TM surfaces suggests that the reaction pathway goes through COOH* and CO* intermediates: 49 (1) where * represents the active site. For surfaces such as Au and Ag with weak CO* binding, the major product will be CO gas. 58 We therefore use the adsorption energies of CO* and COOH* to estimate the activity towards the two-electron CO 2 RR, and the H adsorption energy to capture the HER (Fig. S19, ESI †) . 59 For the atomic sites with positive CO* binding energy, the activity towards CO production can be determined exclusively by the COOH* binding strength. An optimal COOH* binding strength, not too weak nor too strong, is desirable in line with the Sabatier principle. 60 As the equilibrium potential for reaction (1) is À0.12 V vs. RHE, using thermodynamic considerations alone, the ideal catalyst should have a COOH* binding energy of 0.12 eV at zero applied potential. Fig. S19 (ESI †) shows that the COOH* and CO* binding energies of the M-N-C motifs vary significantly from their corresponding M(111) counterpart. While Ni@SV, Ni-N@SV and all the related Co-N-C motifs exhibit favorable COOH* binding energies for the CO 2 RR, they tend to bind CO strongly at an equilibrium potential of U = À0.12 V. Since the CO desorption step is independent of the applied potential, these atomic sites are rate-limited by the CO desorption barrier. The thermodynamically calculated CO desorption barriers on both Ni and Co atomic sites are included in Fig. 5D . Ni shows much lower desorption barriers compared to the Co counterparts, suggesting its improved resistance to CO-poisoning. In addition, the analysis of H* adsorption energy, an effective HER descriptor, on Ni and Co atomic sites shown in Fig. 5E indicates their poor and excellent HER activities, respectively. 26 These results thus elucidate the mechanism for the experimentally observed far less selectivity toward the CO 2 RR on Co catalyst than that of Ni, which further confirms the structure and coordination of those single atom active sites in the Ni-NG catalyst.
Conclusions
In summary, by isolating TM single atoms into layered graphene nanosheets, catalytic behaviors dramatically different from their bulk counterparts can be achieved. With different types of metal centers ranging from 3d to 5d TMs, as well as the potential tunable coordination environment in a variety of matrix materials such as TM dichalcogenides, BN, black phosphorus, MXenes, and so on, the catalytic properties of single atom catalysts can therefore be tuned over a broad range for important applications of CO 2 reduction and beyond.
Experimental
Material synthesis
A Ni-NG catalyst was prepared by the impregnation and reduction method. A 3 mg mL À1 nickel nitrate stock solution was first prepared by dissolving Ni(NO 3 ) 2 Á6H 2 O (Puriss, SigmaAldrich) into Millipore water (18.2 MO cm). A carbon suspension was prepared by mixing 50 mg of graphene oxide sheets (GO, purchased from CYG and used as received) with 20 mL of Millipore water, and tip sonicated (Branson Digital Sonifier) for 30 min to a homogeneous dispersion. Then 800 mL of Ni 2+ solution,
given a raw Ni : C atomic ratio of B0.4 at%, was dropwise added into GO solution under vigorous stirring, and quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen. The ice cube was freeze-dried using an RVT4104 lyophilizer (Thermo) at À100 1C and below 0.2 Torr. The as-prepared Ni(NO 3 ) 2 /GO powder was heated in a tube furnace to 750 1C under a gas flow of 50 sccm NH 3 (anhydrous, Airgas) + 150 sccm Ar (UHP, Airgas) within 3 h, and kept at the same temperature for another hour before cooling down to room temperature. N doped graphene (NG) was prepared in a similar way but in the absence of the Ni precursor. To prepare Ni atom doped graphene (Ni-G) and graphene supported Ni nanoparticles (Ni NPs/G), a forming gas (5% UHP H 2 balanced with UHP Ar, Airgas) flow was used during the annealing process, and 
Material characterization
The STEM characterization in Fig. 1A was carried out using a JEOL ARM200F aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscope under 80 kV. All other TEM images were obtained using a JEOL 2100 transmission electron microscope operated under 200 kV. EDS analysis was performed on a JEOL ARM200F at 60 kV, using an EDAX Octane Plus windowless detector. Drift correction was applied during acquisition. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was performed with a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha ESCA spectrometer, using monochromatic Al Ka radiation (1486.6 eV) and a low energy flood gun as a neutralizer. The binding energy of the C 1s peak at 284.6 eV was used as a reference. The Thermo Avantage V5 program was employed for surface componential content analysis and peak fitting for selected elemental scans.
Ex situ XAS spectra on Ni, N and C K-edges were acquired using the SXRMB beamline of the Canadian Light Source. 
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The SXRMB beamline used a Si(111) double crystal monochromator to cover the 2-10 keV energy range with a resolving power of 10 000. The XAS measurements were performed in fluorescence mode using a 4-element Si(Li) drift detector in a vacuum chamber. The powder sample was spread onto doublesided, conducting carbon tape. Ni foil was used to calibrate the beamline energy. In situ electrochemical XAS measurements on the Ni K-edge were carried out at Beamline 8-ID, National Synchrotron Light Source II, Brookhaven National Laboratory, using a Si(111) monochromator and a Lytle detector. For in situ spectroelectrochemical tests, continuous CO 2 flow was delivered into a homemade Teflon H-cell filled with CO 2 -saturated 0.5 M KHCO 3 , a Kapton film covered carbon fiber paper (Ni-NG/CFP) working electrode served as the X-ray window for synchrotron radiation. Multistep potential control was used for the in situ measurements, with a hold time of B30 min at each potential for the spectrum acquisition. Analyses of both the near edge (on an energy scale) and extended range (in the R space) XAS spectra were performed using Athena software.
Electrochemical measurements
The electrochemical measurements were run at 25 1C in a customized gastight H-type glass cell separated by a Nafion 117 membrane (Fuel Cell Store). A BioLogic VMP3 work station was employed to record the electrochemical response. A certain amount of KHCO 3 (99.95%, Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in Millipore water to prepare a 0.5 M electrolyte, which was further purified by electrolysis between two graphite rods at 0.1 mA for 24 h to remove any trace amounts of metal ions. In a typical 3-electrode test system, a platinum foil (99.99%, Beantown Chemical) and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE, CH Instruments) were used as the counter and reference electrodes, respectively. A fresh (electrochemically) polished glassy carbon (HTW GmbH, 1 cm Â 2 cm), or an O 2 plasma treated CFP (cut into 1 cm Â 2 cm, AcCarb MGL270, Fuel Cell Store), was used as the working electrode substrate. Typically, 5 mg of the as-prepared catalyst was mixed with 1 mL of ethanol and 100 mL of a Nafion 117 solution (5%, Sigma-Aldrich), and sonicated for 20 min to get a homogeneous catalyst ink. 80 mL of the ink was pipetted onto a 2 cm 2 glassy carbon surface (0.2 mg cm À2 mass loading), or 400 mL was pipetted onto CFP to a mass loading of 1.0 mg cm À2 , which was vacuum dried prior to use. All potentials measured against the SCE was converted to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) scale in this work using E (vs. RHE) = E (vs. SCE) + 0.244 V + 0.0591 Â pH, where the pH values of the electrolytes were determined using an Orion 320 PerpHecT LogR Meter (Thermo Scientific). The solution resistance (R u ) was determined by potentiostatic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (PEIS) at frequencies ranging from 0.1 Hz to 200 kHz, and manually compensated for as E (iR corrected vs. RHE) = E (vs. RHE) À R u Â I (amps of average current).
For an anion membrane electrode assembly test, 0.5 mg cm
À2
Ni-NG and IrO 2 were air-brushed onto two 2 Â 2 cm 2 Sigracet 35 BC gas diffusion layer (Fuel Cell Store) electrodes as a CO 2 RR cathode and an OER anode, respectively. A PSMIM anion exchange membrane (Dioxide Materials) was sandwiched by the two gas diffusion layer electrodes (Fig. 3A) to separate the chambers. On the cathode side a titanium gas flow channel supplied 50 sccm humidified CO 2 , while the anode was circulated with 0.1 M KHCO 3 electrolyte at a flow rate of 2 mL min À1 .
The cell voltages in Fig. 3 were iR-corrected.
CO 2 RR product analysis
During electrolysis, CO 2 gas (99.995%, Airgas) was delivered into the cathodic compartment containing CO 2 -saturated electrolyte at a rate of 50.0 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm, monitored by an Alicat Scientific mass flow controller) and vented into a Shimadzu GC-2014 gas chromatograph (GC) equipped with a combination of molecular sieves (5A), HayeSep Q, HayeSep T, and HayeSep N columns. 49, 61 A thermal conductivity detector (TCD) was mainly used to quantify the H 2 concentration, and a flame ionization detector (FID) with a methanizer was used to quantitatively analyse the CO content and/or any other alkane species. The detectors are calibrated by two different concentrations (H 2 : 100 and 1042 ppm; CO: 100 and 496.7 ppm) of standard gases. The gas products were sampled after a continuous electrolysis of B15 min under each potential. The partial current density for a given gas product was calculated as below:
where x i is the volume fraction of a certain product determined by online GC referenced to calibration curves from two standard gas samples (Scott and Airgas), v is the flow rate of 50 sccm, n i is the number of electrons involved, p 0 = 101.3 kPa, F is the Faradaic constant and R is the gas constant. The corresponding Faradaic efficiency (FE) at each potential is calculated by FE = j i /i total Â 100%.
Density functional theory calculations
Electronic structure calculations were performed using the Quantum ESPRESSO program package, integrated with the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE). The electronic wavefunctions were expanded in a series of plane waves with a cutoff energy of 500 eV and an electron density cutoff of 5000 eV. Core electrons were approximated with ultrasoft pseudopotentials. We used the BEEF-vdW exchange-correlation functional, which has been shown to accurately describe chemisorption and physisorption properties on graphene. For adsorption studies, a supercell of lateral size (7 Â 7) was used to account for 1% impurity of metal in a graphene lattice, and a vacuum region of at least 18 Å is used to decouple the periodic images. The first Brillouin zone was sampled with (3 Â 3 Â 1) Monkhorst-Pack k-points. All atoms were allowed to relax until the maximum force on each atom was below 0.05 eV Å À1 for each calculation. View Article Online a proton-electron pair equated with that of gas-phase H 2 at 0 V vs. RHE, and the electrode potential is taken into account by shifting the electron energy by ÀeU, where e and U are the elementary charge and the electrode potential, respectively. We define the thermodynamic limiting potential of electrochemical reactions to be the negative of the maximum free energy difference between any two successive electrochemical steps. The reaction energies of all individual intermediates are calculated and corrected by zero-point energy (ZPE) and entropy (TS) using the following equation: 
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